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ABOUT THIS MEDIA KIT 
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE LUKSEA BRAND 
This media kit has been created as a guide to everything Luksea. 

Not only do we explain how this life saving product works, but this media kit provides 

clarity around our company’s mission and vision for the future. 

Luksea isn’t your typical wearable - it has been designed specifically for adventurers by 

adventurers. It fulfils the current need for connectivity and safety, while engaging in water 

sports and activities.  

To get the most out of this document, it is essential that you are connected to the internet. 

This will allow you to view embedded links as well as download assets to your device. If you 

have any questions, please reach out to our Founder & CEO Nicole McMahon. 

We’re proud to serve our adventure-loving community with this revolutionary new device. 

It is currently in development and we hope to launch this summer. 

Thank you for taking the time to understand our product. Together, let’s make the world a 

safer place and everyday adventure possible.  

Read more on our website 

 

© Luksea 2020  I  Media Kit   I  Version 1.0 
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PRODUCT BENEFITS 
LUKSEA - YOUR GOOD LUCK CHARM IN THE OCEAN 
 

Stay connected with family or friends 

on or off the shore. 
Always have a buddy on your adventure. 
Send your crew a message while out in the 

surf, swimming, diving, SUPing, snorkelling, 

kayaking or rock fishing. Check in with your 

mates to let them know you’re okay, or need 

their assistance. 

Take action when faced with an ocean 

emergency. 
The ocean is a powerful place. If the 

unexpected happens, take swift action by 

sending out a distress signal. At the push of a 

button, instantly alert family and friends, as well as rescue services of your safety 

concern. 

Added peace of mind with GPS location tracking. 
Let others know where you are. Your nominated contact and first responders can 

see your location at any given time. This provides an additional layer of safety, 

allowing you to receive the attention you require faster during an emergency 

situation, should you choose to use this feature.  
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PRODUCT FEATURES 

LUKSEA - WEARABLE COMMUNICATION DEVICE 
 

Tough Display Screen 
The Luksea wearable display screen is designed with protective 

material that is oceansafe and strong enough to face most 

conditions. Its clever design means it can be worn while engaging in 

water activities such as swimming, surfing, kayaking, SUPing, 

snorkelling or rock fishing. 

Durable Wristband 
Made from quality, long-lasting, waterproof material, the Luksea wristband is extremely 

comfortable and lightweight. It can be adjusted to suit an older child through to an adult, 

making it flexible to suit adventurers from 10 years and up.  

Buddy Check-In Feature 
Using the Luksea app, you can connect your wearable device to another user, such a surf 

buddy. When activated, Luksea will vibrate on your wrist to locate and tell your friend you 

are okay. Family back at shore can also see your position using the smartphone app.  

Emergency Alert Button 
One of the most important features of Luksea is the Emergency Alert Button. When 

pressed, it sends your name, location and medical information to emergency services. This 

means you can get help sooner and your emergency contact is notified to be by your side.  
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GPS Location Tracker 
Built into the Luksea wearable is a GPS 

Location Tracker which integrates with 

the app, providing another layer of 

safety. At any given time, friends, 

family and emergency services can see 

the user’s location, which would aid in 

a faster rescue. 

Mobile Application 
The mobile application goes 

hand-in-hand with the wearable device. 

It stores all of the person’s information 

and connects with other users.  

View the Luksea App demo.   

Medical History Details 
Your medical information is stored in the Luksea app and connected to your device. If you 

find yourself in trouble, this information will be supplied to emergency services. The alert 

can be sent to a streamline app, web browser for SAAS, person’s wearable and/or mobile 

phone. This provides essential information if you decide to share your details with the app.  

SAAS Web Browser (Enterprise Clients) 
The SAAS dashboard via a web browser is designed and able to be customised for Luksea 

Enterprise Clients, such as first responders, to track user activity at a glance and respond 

quickly to life-threatening situations. Our aim is to reduce the chance of drowning by 

providing this technology.  
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ABOUT LUKSEA 
OUR MISSION 

“We're here for adventurers.” 

Our mission is to help people get more out of 

life. To explore more. To create new experiences 

and feel safer while doing it.  

We provide peace of mind, connecting our users 

with loved ones and emergency services during 

their chosen outdoor activities, so they can focus 

on having fun.  

If a Luksea user finds themselves in a difficult situation, they’ll feel at ease, knowing they 

can alert first responders at the push of a button.  

OUR VISION 

Exploring the world safely together. 

Through our simple device we engineer a world of connectedness in the water.  

A place where everyone can feel confident to experience the wonder of nature. We do this 

by using innovative technology to create the Luksea wearable.  

Our team is passionate about the environment. We want to protect all life including marine 

animals and respect the world around us.  

OUR VALUES 
Simplicity 〜 Connected 〜 Adventurous 〜 Inspiring 〜 Safety 〜 

Performance 〜 Teamwork 〜 Assurance 〜 Versatile 〜 Accessible 〜 

Community〜 Growth〜 Synergy〜 Environment 〜 
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OUR FOUNDER 

Nicole McMahon - Founder & CEO. 

Passionate about water safety, Nicole is a proud member of Surf Life Saving 

Australia, holding Patrol and Vice Captain roles at her assigned club.  

While in the ocean, she has seen her fair share of emergency situations. During one of her 

drills, it appeared that a team member was missing. Thankfully it was a miscount, however 

this life changing event motivated Nicole to find a solution. 

With over 25 years experience in the Consumer Electronics industry with Tier one 

companies including Samsung, Sony and Whirlpool, Nicole was on a mission. The result, an 

innovative safety device that can be worn while in the water. 

In 2015 Luksea was born and has since gained multiple awards and coverage. This includes 

support from many notable partners including Surf Life Saving Australia, UNSW, Alaska 

Guide, NSW Government and 5 Ocean Swims.  

 
OUR TEAM 

Making The Ocean A Safer Place. 

Luksea is an agile team of passionate, energetic, skilled and experienced individuals, united 

to fulfill the cause of keeping our adventures safe.  

Always innovating, pushing the boundaries and discovering new solutions.  

To view our member bios visit our website. 
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AWARDS & COVERAGE 
 

NSW Government Minimal Viable Product Grant 
Luksea was awarded $25,000 from the NSW Government Minimal Viable Product grant. 

These funds are being invested by Luksea into building the first prototype for testing and 

customer interaction with feedback.  

View coverage. 

UNSW Founder’s New Wave Program 
Over 2 weeks, the UNSW Founder’s New Wave Program teaches pitching skills, site visits, 

mentoring and the establishment of a company. On pitch night, Luksea was awarded 1st 

place in the program, which supports women on their journey to launch new startups.  

View coverage. 

Start Launch Grow Award 
Luksea was awarded 3rd place for Start Launch Grow. Comprising a community of startups, 

this is a pre-accelerator program where entrepreneurs learn from experienced speakers 

and mentors with real-life domain expertise and insights. They are introduced to tools and 

strategies to test ideas and grow their business. 

Read more. 

Ocean Impact Organisation Pitch 
Luksea recently entered the Ocean Impact Organisation Pitch. Celebrating the 2020 UN 

World Oceans Day theme “Innovation for a Sustainable Ocean” and the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s). Pitchfest 2020 is for innovators with the passion, 

drive and potential to have a significant positive impact on Planet Ocean.  

Read more. 

Luksea’s First Ocean Test A Success 
Media release on our website covering the success of Luksea’s first ocean test.  

Read more.   
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TRIAL PARTNERS 
 

Surf Life Saving Australia 
Surf Life Saving Australia is working closely with Luksea as a key trial partner. Committed to 

reducing coastal drownings by 2025, every day our lifesavers rescue 30 people and conduct 

451 preventative actions every hour in Australia.  

Ocean Group Leaders - 5km Swims 
Luksea is working alongside Ocean Group Leaders, such as Olympian Neil Rogers - 5km 

Ocean Swims Organiser and Bondi Icebergs Coach, to test the wearable device. Once the 

initial working prototype is ready, we will be seeking feedback from our testers to ensure it 

is effective and make any necessary adjustments to the Luksea device and app.  

Government Councils - Woollahra 
Support has been indicated by local Government including the Woollahra Municipal 

Council. They are dedicated to making the most of our natural landscapes including the 

ocean, while keeping the community safe and supporting each other's wellbeing.  

Tour Company Owners - Alaska Guide 
Alaska Guide Co. is based in Valdez and seeks to educate people on Alaska through 

adventure tours and online informational resources. By partnering with Alaska Guide, 

Luksea can expand its reach to an international market of adventurers.  

National Parks and Wildlife 
The testing of Luksea’s wearable device will be conducted in a variety of environments 

including Australia’s National Parks. This is vital to ensure that our technology is suitable for 

users engaging in activities in remote locations such as rivers, lakes and forests.  

University of New South Wales - BEES (Biological, Earth and 

Environmental Sciences) 
Through our ongoing partnership with UNSW BEES, important tests and trials can be 

carried out during marine science, research and field trips. This provides a wonderful 

opportunity for Luksea to partner with students in their areas of passion.  
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QUOTES & TESTIMONIALS 
 

Nicole McMahon - Luksea Founder & CEO  

“Drownings shouldn’t be happening with the technology available. Luksea is set to become 

an accessible, affordable solution to increase safety in the water for all”. 

“First responders do an incredible job and we can never replace them. Luksea can assist 

with fast location and vital information in the rescue. This is why Luksea is so important”. 

“It is more than a tracking device. Luksea provides essential connectivity for adventure 

seekers. They can contact friends, family and emergency services at the push of a button”. 

“The support we have received from our wonderful partners is invaluable. Without their 

help, Luksea would not be where it is today. With my hand on heart I truly thank you all.” 

“We are beyond ecstatic...we are bursting at the seams to bring Luksea to the market. My 

wish is for everyone to get involved and I invite the entire ocean community to join us”.  

 

Shane Daw - General Manager Coastal Safety - Surf Life Saving Australia 
 

“We are pleased to see the development of this concept coming to life with the opportunity 

to link in with the Surf Life Saving systems to help ensure the loss of life and injury within 

our coastal waters. Conceptually the ability to identify a person in risk situations before it's 

too late can save lives, this has been proven through other types of wearable safety 

devices. This could potentially assist with alerting first responders to persons requiring 

some sort of assistance”. 

“We look forward to working with Luksea in the future and conducting trials and 

evaluations of the end product, that could in turn help save lives”. 

 

Neil Rogers - Olympian, 5km Ocean Swims Organiser & Coach 

"Very impressive. It will save lives. A wonderful thing.”  
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Zachary Sheldon - Alaska Guide President  

“We primarily operate in remote areas with no assistance at hand other than our guides. 

While our guides are very capable individuals, our more extensive tours offer clients 

moments alone so they can feel the solitude of the wilderness. In these moments a 

product such as Luksea would be ideal.”  

“The product is showing a clean design for simple operation which is key in times of 

emergency... we enjoy the feature of alerting our trained responders first and so promptly. 

The advanced medical information is also valuable for proper emergency response.” 

“We also find the social location check option very appealing. To know where other groups 

may be without needing to radio in gives both discrete maintenance of isolation, and a fast 

visual display of potential assistance if needed.” 

 

Cliff Evans - Evans Fishing Tackle  

"I can see great benefit to your product within the fishing industry. You may be aware that 

fishing is the most dangerous of sports.” 

“More people are killed and injured every year than in any other sport. The product has 

great potential for saving the lives of careless fishermen”. 

 

Coleen O'Neill  

“As an avid swimmer (as in every day) and a Volunteer Surf Lifesaver, this product would be 

very useful to identify a person in distress, where they are located and any information to 

share about their medical history that would assist us on the beach. 

”Being a part of the Surf Lifesaving Association for many years, I have rescued many people 

and any device that can speed up the process can only be a benefit for the community.”  
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Feedback from Adventurer Community 

When asked what their scariest moment was they said:  

"Stuck in a rip zone with breaking waves, where I couldn't get back up for breath". 

"I was six, at North Narrabeen beach and taken out by a rip".  

"Capsized in a glacier river and separated from the group, I spent the night on the ledge of 

a 100 plus metre cliff”. 

“Could not get into shore and was so grateful that the boat spotted me and the life savers 

helped”.  
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DIGITAL BRAND ASSETS 
Luksea High Res Logos 
The Luksea logo can be used in either horizontal or vertical format. 

When using the Lukea logo, please ensure that you do not change its aspect ratio. If you 

require our logo in any other format, please contact us to make a special request. Logos 

are to be used for media purposes only. 

Download our logo files. 

Selected Photography 
Beautiful images that perfectly capture the Luksea lifestyle. 

We’ve collated a collection of images that can be used in association with the Luksea brand. 

Download selected images. 

Mobile App Demo Video 
Want more information on how the Luksea app works? 

This demo video explains the Luksea wearable device and how it integrates with the app. If 

you have any questions about Luksea’s functionality, please don’t hesitate to contact us.  

Watch the app demo video. 

Ocean Impact Organisation Pitch 
Learn about Luksea’s mission for safer oceans.  

Find out more about Luksea in this informative video. This presentation was created by our 

Founder and CEO Nicole McMahon for  the Ocean Impact Organisation Pitch.  

Watch the ocean impact pitch. 
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MEDIA CONTACT DETAILS 
 

Nicole McMahon 
FOUNDER & CEO 

Phone: +61 488 303 611 

Email: nicole@luksea.com  

LinkedIn 

COMPANY SOCIALS 
 

Follow us @lukseaco 

  Facebook 

  Instagram   

  LinkedIn 

www.luksea.com  
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